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Carnival revelers are pictured as they celebrate the start of the carnival season in front of the Cologne’s cathedral (Koelner Dom) in Cologne, western Germany, yesterday. Several thousand
carnival fools shouting ‘Alaaf’ and ‘Helau’ stormed the cities of the Rhine region, which are the major strongholds of the German carnival. — AFP 

Bestselling author Cheryl Strayed, whose
memoir “Wild” was turned into an Oscar-
nominated film about her recovery from

trauma, says listening more is key to healing
wounds between men and women in the age of
#MeToo.

Published in 2012, “Wild”-which recounted
Strayed’s grueling 1,100-mile solo hike along the
Pacific Crest Trail in America at the age of 26 —
was a smash hit that prompted Oprah Winfrey to
resurrect her book club. Two years later, the film
starring Reese Witherspoon catapulted the US
author to fame. The three-month long hike
emerged out of Strayed’s struggle to recover
from her mother’s untimely death, a loss which
sparked the breakdown of her marriage and sent
her into a self-destructive spiral of sex and drugs.

Now 50, Strayed says that while she is no
stranger to trauma-she has told of suffering sex-
ual abuse at the hands of her paternal grandfa-
ther when she was just three years old-the
#MeToo movement has made her “rethink the
meaning of consent”.  Speaking to AFP on the
sidelines of the Hong Kong International Literary
Festival, Strayed-long a campaigner for women’s
rights-recounts how her high-school boyfriend

once ripped off her top and exposed her breasts
in front of a male classmate before both boys ran
away laughing.  “What kills me is that as upset as
I was, I just brushed it off and I didn’t break up
with him,” she says. “There was no place to say:
‘this is wrong and he should be held to account’.” 

Yet, even as Strayed applauds the way in
which the #MeToo movement has helped dis-
solve a culture of silence concerning sexual
harassment, she says it is vital for men to join the
conversation. Any prospects for lasting change
depend on whether people are able to accept the
fact that “a lot of good men have done very bad
things” and been allowed to get away with it
because of social norms that have traditionally
blamed victims rather than perpetrators of
harassment, she says. “I don’t blame men for
learning the lessons, I blame them for failing to
unlearn the lessons,” that encourage them to mis-
treat women, she says. “Healing is absolutely
possible, but it’s only possible if we are
willing...to listen and to speak.”

‘Born ambitious’ 
Strayed says she was “born ambitious” and

first encountered gender discrimination as a

child at home when her maternal grandfather
made a dismissive comment saying it was a
shame that she, not her brother, was the brainy
one.  “I was crushed by that,” she says of the
incident which found its way into her debut
novel “Torch”, published in 2006 when she was
still a little-known author.

Describing herself as a feminist since the
age of six, Strayed has organized protests,
lobbied politicians to back feminist policies
and contributed funds towards tackling issues
ranging from reproductive rights to aiding
incarcerated women.

But even as she devotes time and money to
supporting feminist causes, she says storytelling
has been her strongest weapon in the fight for
gender equality. “My furthest and most radical
reach is via the books I have written,” she says,
describing writing as “a deeply political act”.
“Reading with an open mind and an open heart is
transformative.”

‘Outside the comfort zone’ 
Although fiction remains her first love, it was

non-fiction that vaulted Strayed into the ranks of
literary superstardom. Her memoir inspired
hordes of women to strap on their backpacks and
follow in her footsteps, in a trend nicknamed “The
Wild Effect”. Her third and fourth books-a com-
pilation of advice columns from her time as an
anonymous agony aunt “Dear Sugar” and a col-
lection of inspirational quotes-have burnished
her reputation as a writer who many of her read-
ers see as a mentor of sorts. A fifth book is on the
way, she says-a memoir about travel.

There are no clues as to what it will be titled,
though she has previously joked about simply
calling it: “Mild”. Looking back to the book that
changed her life and won her an enduring read-
ership, Strayed says its title reflects “that wild
place that we all have within, where anything is
possible, where any thought can roam within our
bodies and minds”. “I love the wonder inherent in
that word.” — AFP

Athree day, $30 million launch
party for Bangkok’s biggest and
flashiest mall got off to a rocky

start on Friday night when its star
guest Alicia Keys was briefly left
voiceless by a dodgy sound system.
The 15-time Grammy Award winning
artist was the main event late Friday at
the $1.6 billion IconSiam, the latest
massive mall development to compete
in the Thai capital’s lucrative yet
crowded shopping scene. Bangkok’s
elite and international celebrities-
including US actress Naomi Watts and
K-Pop star Choi Si-won-attended the
opening on the banks of the city’s
Chao Praya river in the historic section
of the capital.

Costs of putting on the inaugural
events that last through the weekend
were pegged at 1 billion baht, around
$30 million. Keys emerged on stage in
a black and white gown accompanied
by helpers who carried the dress trail
behind her. She bowed, waved to the
audience and started performing. But
the sound system didn’t play along,
and the audience stood in confused
silence, according to AFP reporters at
the scene. “We cannot hear you!” one
man shouted helpfully.

After realizing what was happening
Keys rolled with the punches and
saluted the crowd as she waited a few
minutes for the audio to be fixed. “I
was wondering why y’all weren’t
responding to my questions!” she said
to waves of laughter and cheering as
the concert commenced. Bangkok has
seen exponential growth in its malls in
recent years-fuelled by a small luxury-
loving local elite and some 35 million
annual tourists, a third from China,
who flock to the country for sun, sand
and shopping.

The malls have proved enormously
profitable for the small coterie of polit-
ically connected family conglomerates
that own them. But critics say they

have also become a visible symbol of
the huge inequality that pervades
Thailand. The kingdom is often ranked
among some of the world’s most
unequal countries when it comes to
income disparity. 

IconSiam-which boasts Thailand’s
first Apple Store-towers over poor,
riverside communities that surround
it. But Chadatip Chutrakul, CEO of
Siam Piwat, the company behind the
mall, said it would bring business to
local communities. “This is not just
for business but to also benefit the
surrounding communities and sup-
port businesses around the river,” she
said. Thailand is currently run by a
military junta but elections are slated
for next year. — AFP
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